13th Annual Symposium

After the Scourge of War

Saturday, March 19th 2016

Program begins at 8:30am

KSU Center Rm. 400 | 3333 Busbee Parkway | Kennesaw, GA 30144

1-75 exit 271 or I-575 exit 3 (next to Cracker Barrel)

Admission $5- Students and Annual Members Free

Register on our website: http://www.kennesaw.edu/civilwarera/

Brian S. Wills
Director, Center for the Study of the Civil War Center
Kennesaw State University
“The South and South Africa”

Mark Clark
Professor of History
University of Virginia, Wise
“Post World War II - Germany”

Robin Dorff
Dean, College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Kennesaw State University
“Post War Societies in the Modern Era”

Ed Ayers
Former President
University of Richmond
“Reconstruction and Beyond”